
FCE
Use of English

Five (5) Revision Worksheets

Worksheet 01

Transformations

1. The guide pointed out to us the magnificent carvings above the windows. DREW

The guide                                                                                                                          the magnificent ..

2. The process was delayed by problems no-one had foreseen. HELD

The process                                                                                                                     problems.

Multiple Choice

Fill in the gaps with one word. [ reduce, double, come, gone, wide, again]

1. We have                                                to believe that ..

2. In times                                                  by ..

3. Time and                                               , television transports us ..

4. Our concern for environmental damage should extend far and                                                .

5. (same word) This investment will                                                    your money

    You have to                                         your efforts if you want to succeed.

6.  (same word)  In the summary you must                                        the text to its more important elements.

    This ointment will                                                           the swelling.

Derivatives

1. You aren’t an expert. You’re                                                                  .            QUALITY

2. You have to make it                                                      for the general public. UNDERSTAND

3. His                                                           is very annoying. ARROGANT
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Worksheet 02

Open Cloze (fill in one word)

 To learn sth 1.                                                      trial and error.

 To be content 2.                                                    sth

 Some civilizations managed to discover vital secrets 3.                                    as the wheel or the arch.

Advertising is a competitive medium of benefit  4.                                                                          the  public.

5.                                                    it may be true that, in advertising, one brand competes  6.                 

another, it is  7.                                                      true  that  such  publicity  images  enhance  others.

Therefore, it  8.                                        without saying that the ultimate goal of advertising is….

Multiple Choice

JOINTLY ACCOUNTS SPRUNG  MARKS INDIGENOUS
 

“Ayers Rock”   1                       the birth of aboriginal tourism. This rock    2                                          for a

growing part of Australian tourism. Campsites have 3                                                       around the rock. It 

is the first national park to be managed  4                                                  by 5                                   people and 

the government.

 
Derivatives

Write the ADJECTIVES
1. fortune = ………………………….

2. extend = ………………………….

3. operate = ………………………….

4. intellect = ………………………….

5. lack of power = ………………………….
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Worksheet 03

Transformations

1. Simon doesn’t intend to visit his aunt again. INTENTION

Simon                                                                                                  his aunt again.

2. Don’t let her relaxed manner deceive you. TAKEN

Don’t let                                                                                                 her relaxed manner.

3. He found it hard to get used to the fact that he had lost his job. TERMS

He found it hard                                                                                the fact that he had lost is job.

 Multiple Choice [reduce, complete, face]

1.(same word) A successful summary                                                    the text to its more important points.

The swelling on your hand will                                      by the application of this cream.

2. (same word) The politicians have to                                                a lot of criticism.

You have to                                               the fact that you are out of work.

3. (same word) Winning the competition came as a                                                    surprise.

I’ll keep collecting these toy cars until I have the                                  set.

Derivatives

     Write the ADJECTIVES

1. fortune = …………………………...

2. extend = …………………………...

3. operate = ……………………………

4. qualify = …………………………….          (negative)

5. convenience = …………………………….
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Worksheet 04

Transformations
  
  
1. I don’t mind which make of car you choose. consequence

It                                                                                              make of car you choose.

2. John will have definitely finished by Monday. bound
John                                                                                         by Monday.

3. One day she’s going to be a famous film star. matter
It’s only                                                                                 a famous film star.

Derivatives
Turn the following words into 

adjectives
1. imagine =                                             2. revolution =                                                      
3. beat =                                                    4. appreciate =                                                      

nouns
5. loyal =                                                  6. available =                                                          
7. expect =                                                

Multiple Choice

expand adjust room entire sensors
volume meets located

Smart shoes 1)                                         their size throughout the day. They contain 2)                        that
constantly check the amount of 3)                                  left in it. If the foot has become too large a tiny
valve opens and the shoe 4)                                              slightly. The 5)                                control system
is 6)                                                              inside the shoe. This radical shoe 7)                            a  need
because the 8)                                            of the average foot can change as much as 8% during the course
of the day.
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Worksheet 05

Multiple Choice [tear-tore-torn, meet, count, scene]

1.(same word) The censors cut one particular                                        from the film
I’d rather go to the cinema. I’m afraid opera isn’t my                                       

2.(same word) The headmaster agreed to                                                 most of the students’ demands.
It is obvious that you will                                    serious problems throughout your life.

3.(same word) You can always                                                     on family members to help you out.
I                                       you as one of my closest friends.

4.(same word) Liam is slightly injured. He                                             his muscle in last week’s match.
Susan                                             out of the house this morning because she was late.

Derivatives

A/ produce the NOUNS

1. innovate = …………….……... (person)

2. rely = …………………….

3. relax = …………………….

4. obsess = …………………….

B/ produce the VERBS

5. strong = ……………………..

6. relevant = ……………………..

C/ produce the ADGECTIVES

7. revolution = ………………... 11. reason = ………….……….

8. fruit = ………………... 12. imagine = …………………..

9. memory = ………………... 13. space = …………………..

10. addict = ………………... 14. taste = …………………..

15. desire = ………………...

**


